LIFE IN THE OFFICE

PRIMARY OPTIONS

LIFE IN THE OFFICE We spend about one-third of our adult lives working, and
for increasing numbers of employees that means one-third of our lives in an office,
be it at home or in company premises. Project understand life in the office, having
spent the last eighty years designing building and installing office environments
to meet our clients’ needs. Project understand the needs of the user: safety,
convenience, comfort, and ambience, and we understand the needs of the
employer: health and safety, flexibility, image, cost of ownership. Primary Options is
a fresh and simple range of workstations, screens and storage designed with these
needs in mind • Colour and finishes, to enhance the environment • Worksurface
shapes to accommodate different working styles, and to accommodate traditional
VDUs or flat screen technology whilst still meeting all health and safety at work
requirements. • Flexible elements such as mobile drawer units, screens, accessory
rails and extension storage units allow individuals to tailor the working space
to their need • Configuration options to suit individual working, group working,
and task specific teams such as call centres and learning resource centres • Freestanding desk and workstation units, making it easier to move things around • The
option of built in power sockets, and cable ducts bringing power and data to the
desktop where it is required. Welcome to Project Primary Options: Life in the office.
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120˚ cockpit workstations, for space efficient IT-based working

3398mm

A group of 3 x 120 degree cockpit
workstations 1200mm x 1200mm. A small
footprint workstation for IT intensive tasks,
especially where Flat Screen Technology is in
use. A high level of privacy is provided by the
wave screens which allows a concentrated
working environment for the individuals
whilst still being part of the team
environment.
The worksurfaces are extended by the semi
circular extension tables allowing extra work
space or a meeting point for the team.
Mobile drawer units can be located under the
tables allowing more knee space under the
main workstations.

3676mm
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PURPLE REIGN Cluster of three
120˚ 1200mm x 1200mm
workstations. Desks maple with
light grey metallic leg. Meeting
ends in dark grey speckle. Mobile
drawer sets in light grey. Wave
screens upholstered in Kvadrat
‘Primus’ colour 720. Task chairs
V900 operators chairs in Interface
Xtreme colour YS016. Below
left drawer detail. Below right
meeting end.
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Get your team in good shape
This cluster of 1800 x 1800 shaped workstations creates an ideal team working environment. The desk high shutter fronted storage units,
desk high drawer units, and quadrant bookcases all add to both the storage and worksurface space available, and the cluster is especially
suitable for teams who work intensively together with all materials to hand.
The quadrant bookcases create a pleasant junction point between the desks, and provide an impromptu meeting space or touchdown point.
More formal meeting space is provided in the office using a circular table in matching maple finish with additional stacking chairs for visitors.
Desk mounted screens divide the team space from the rest of the office, and are fitted with optional accessory rails which can be used to
keep the desk surface clear.
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2800mm

A SPACE FOR US Shaped desks 1800 x 1800mm in maple with light grey metallic legs.
Desk high drawer sets in maple. Storage Quadrant storage units in maple, desk high
tambour units in maple with light grey door. Screens rectangular desk attached screen
1200mm high with accessory rail. Wave screens 1010 to 1200mm high. All screens
upholstered in Kvadrat Wall colour 420. Task chairs V900 chairs upholstered in
Interface xtreme YS009. Foreground Circular table in Maple with light grey legs and
Brio stacking chairs.

PRIMARY OPTIONS
9960mm
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FOLLOWS FUNCTION

Attention to detail makes for a better life in the office, and every piece
of Primary Options furniture has been manufactured for maximum user
comfort, convenience and wellbeing.

Cable management
Primary Options can be fitted with leg mounted cable ducts, and under
desk cable channels which allow cables to be brought from the floor
to the desk top, cables can be trunked along beneath the worksurface,
and any electrical sockets can be mounted and concealed within the
cable channel. Cables can be clamped within the vertical cable duct at
point of entry to the furniture to avoid any accidental disconnection of
the cables if the desk is moved. Using the equipment provided by
Project the user can ensure that the electrical installation within the
desk meets BS6396.

Three types of personal drawer unit

personal items and stationery, and deep filing drawers which can
accommodate suspended filing either foolscap or A4 sizes. Shallow
drawers can be fitted with the pen and pencil tray which provides a
convenient tidy for small items.

Screens and accessory rails
Desk mounted screens provide privacy, divide group space, and cover
the back of equipment which can sometimes be unsightly. The option
of the wave shaped screen provides a more interesting look and feel to
the office, and the clever use of fabrics can emphasise corporate
colours, harmonise with other furnishings, or distinguish teams or
departments. The screens are simple to fit and link together and can be
extended with floor standing screens for example behind storage units.
Accessory rails can be fitted to screens or can be mounted to the desk
top. These allow pen pots, paper trays etc to be cleared from the desk
to providing yet more working space.

Leg frame
The Primary Options cantilever leg frame is especially designed for the
comfort and safety of the user.

Desk high units which allow you to extend the worksurface - ideal for
accommodating additional equipment for instance. Mobile units which
are on castors and can slide under the desk, be moved easily when staff
move, and can be pulled out for occasional use as an additional
worktop. Fixed drawer units which are attached under the desk itself
and provide the most cost effective solution.
All drawer unit types come with the choice of shallow drawers for

The leg is a key component of the structural stability of the desk. It
ensures that the desk remains strong and safe in all normal office
situations, and remains structurally sound when the desk is moved
around, or dismantled and re-assembled. The cantilever design allows
maximum freedom of movement for the user with no leg uprights at
the front of the desk to get in the way. It also acts as the support for
the cable duct which brings cables from floor sockets to the worksurface. The smooth curved shape of the leg and the plastic injection
moulded end cap ensure that there are no sharp edges which may
cause injury, or damage to clothing.
PRIMARY OPTIONS
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HIGH TEA DEPARTMENT Cluster of four

wave workstations with D meeting
ends. Desks 1600mm wide in oak with
dark grey legs. D meeting ends dark
grey speckle. Mobile drawer units in
dark grey with matching handles.
Screens wave screens upholstered in
Kvadrat Primus colour 290. Task chairs
Navigator chairs with height adjustable
arms finished in Kvadrat Canyon colour
528. Storage unit 720mm high
storage unit in dark grey with dark grey
speckle work top.

Deep wave desk cluster, accommodates traditional VDUs in a space effici
Deep wave worksurfaces, ideal for use with
traditional VDU screens or monitors, allow
maximum use of available floor-space for
this type of working environment.
The use of desk mounted wave screens
provides privacy for the individual and
tidies the back of the VDU units.
The use of the D-shaped extension tables
extends the working space for each
individual and allows for small team
meetings to take place without moving
away from the workstation.
Mobile drawer units provide flexible
personal storage, and can be used to
further extend the worksurface.
4800mm
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Extended L shaped workstations give you mor
A cluster of L shaped workstations 1600 x 1600mm in beech
have been extended using desk high drawer units, and a shared
storage unit bridging two workstations.
The layout is ideal for paper intensive work where storage at the
desk is an important requirement and the need for worksurface
space is perhaps larger than average.
The option of a desk mounted drawer set is a cost effective way
of increasing storage at the desk.
The grey shared storage unit has a shutter front which allows for
easy access, with no doors to obstruct the working space. It can
accommodate shelf type storage or pull out filing. When not in
use it can be closed and locked for neatness and security.
Straight and wave style screens mounted to the desk provide a
degree of privacy.
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GO FOR IT Cluster of 1600 x 1600mm
shaped workstations. Desks beech with
dark grey legs. Storage Dark grey side
tambour units with grey speckle top.
Desk high drawer units in beech.
Screens Wave desk attached screens
upholstered in Hartley Ripple ‘vanilla’
fabric. Task chairs Jasper model BBK
7499 with height adjustable arms. Fabric
- Interface Xtreme colour YSO74.
Background maple circular table with
Brio stacking chairs.

4080mm

re worksurface, increased desk storage

4200mm
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Extend your space, expand your possibilities
An 1800 x 1800mm shaped top desk in cherry, extended with a meeting table, creates an ideal manager’s or
supervisor’s workstation. The worksurface has been further extended with the use of a desk high drawer unit, for
personal storage. A desk mounted accessory rail allows paper trays and pen pots to be lifted up off the worksurface. The workstation is fully cable managed, with a leg mounted cable duct bringing power and data to the
desk. Power sockets are concealed in the horizontal cable channel attached under the back of the worksurface,
and these are accessed using the inset cable porthole. A freestanding storage unit in matching cherry is used to
add further shelf and filing space.
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BACK TO WORK Worksurfaces 1800 x1800mm shaped workstation in cherry, with
light grey metallic leg. Extension meeting table in cherry. Accessory rail finished in
silver grey. Storage 1010mm high hinged door unit in cherry. Desk high drawer unit in
cherry. Task chair Chimaera High Back CO872 upholstered in Abbotsford Cobble 4627
colour 22. Visitors chairs Chimaera cantilever CG063 upholstered in in Bute Clyde
CF660 colour 366.

PRIMARY OPTIONS
2814mm
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Tables for flexible layouts - design your own
Free-standing trapezoidal tables in contrasting finishes of cherry
and maple create a training room table with a speaker’s table at
the head. Primary Options is accompanied by a range of table
shapes including several sizes of rectangular table and two
circular table options.
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WE’LL MEET AGAIN Trapezoidal tables in
cherry and maple worksurfaces with light grey
metallic legs. Seating Jasper conference chairs
DAK 7485, upholstered in Kvadrat Canyon
fabric colour 918. Below Storage units in
maple with grey door.

3200mm

1600mm

n meeting

3672mm

3672mm
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THE PRIMARY OPTIONS RANGE
STANDARD DESKS

1600 x 800

1800 x 800

800 x 800

1800 x 1800

1600 x 1200
800

800

1000 x 800

1200 x 800

1600 x 1600

1800 x 1600

1800 x 1200
1600 & 1800

1400 x 800

1200 x 1200

1200 x 1200 120°cockpit

1600 & 1800

1200

1200
1200 x 800
Returns

Handed waves - available left or right handed

1000 x 800

FIXED PERSONAL
DRAWER UNITS
1800 x 800

1600 X 800

1600 x 800

1800 x 800

1600 x 800

1600 x 800

1400 X 800

1400 X 800

1400 X 800

1200 X 800

1200 X 800

1200 x 800

DESK HEIGHT PERSONAL
DRAWER UNITS
Fit alongside desk

h 720 w 444 d 800

h 720 w 444 d 650

MOBILE PERSONAL
DRAWER UNITS
Fit underneath desk
h 536 w 444 d 613

h 644 w 444 d 613

TABLES

h 720 w 1600 d 800

h 720 diameter 1600

h 720 w 1200 d 800

h 720 diameter 1000

h 720 w 1800 d 900

h 720 diameter 1200

h 720 w (long)1600 (short) 472 d 565

h 360 w 600 d 600

h 360 diameter 600
coffee tables
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1200 X 800

1400 X 800

DESK EXTENSIONS

Tear drop
1200 diameter (min.)

1653 diameter

1605 diameter

1653 diameter

1605 diameter

h 720
w 1000
d 524

h 720
w 1000
d 800

h 720
w 1000
d 524

h 720
w 1000
d 800

h 720
w 1000
d 524

h 720
w 1000
d 800

800 diameter

h 2014
w 1000
d 524

SIDE TAMBOUR UNITS

h 1560
w 1000
d 524

h 1010
w 1000
d 524

h 1560
w 1000
d 524

h 1010
w 1000
d 524

h 1560
w 1000
d 524

h 1010
w 1000
d 524

h 2014
w 1000
d 524

HINGED DOOR UNITS

h 2014
w 1000
d 524

OPEN FRONTED
STORAGE

QUADRANT BOOKCASE
UNITS
524

h 2000

h 1560

h 1010

h 720

650

h 720

SCREENS
505

315

h 315 w 600-2245

h 505 w 600-2245

Desk attached rectangular screens with top caps

h 315 w 600-2245

h 505 w 600-2245

Desk attached rectangular screens without top caps

w 600-2245
Desk attached wave screen
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MAPLE

BEECH

FINISHES
CHERRY

LIGHT GREY

PALE GREY metallic

DARK GREY
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OAK

OAK veneer

GREY speckle

DARK GREY speckle

BROWN

BLACK
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